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1.  Introduction: summing up background

This introduction briefly explains economic and social background of main subject in this 

paper, starting with questions and answers (Q&A).

Why does the wage rate not increase under the market principles?  It seems that Japanese 

economy is government-oriented, far from no control of the central government.  No one denies 

a fact that when the private sector acts as if there is no government, enterprises in a country is 

economically most robust over years.  Why is it so?  Enterprises or companies are responsible 

to earn profits at a high level. Otherwise, companies must leave various markets and productions.  

When the wage rate decreases, as seen in the actual world, the society is unstable and run for 

instant profits and small and medium companies lose their earning power, under oligopoly of 

large global companies.  Do these phenomena really destroy the capitalism, as discussed by 

some economists and researchers?  No, never.  Rather the essence of the current capitalism is 

strengthened: the Yin and Yang principle works more vividly and extreme results turn to the 

reverse by naturally.  A problem is: by what policies and methods?

This section aims at answer the above questions: not only by clarifying sustainable policies 

and methods but also by connecting these solutions with strategies reinforcing local-area indus-

tries such as agriculture, forest, fishing, and green new cycling industries.  What is a basic 

philosophy scientifically underlying green cycling society by local-area?  The origin of the basic 

philosophy is moderation or ‘closest to moderation.’  The author’s two conditions for scientific 

policies and strategies are i) the use of two dimensional plains and ii) the realization of ‘close to 

Nature.’  Sciences, natural and social, cannot be out of natural law.  Human differs from other 

living animals and plants.  What is different from other living things?

There are five senses in human body: smelling, touching, seeing, hearing, and tasting.  

According to the literature, smelling is equal to the natural work itself, while four other senses 

are given only to human and endowed with thinking by individual.  Yes, thinking is a special 
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ability of human alone.  Human thinking makes everybody different and leads to i) three human 

wants of appetite, sleeping, and carnal desire; ii) money, iii) position, and iv) desire for fame.  

Human is fair and even but, Human thinking makes rich and poor by qualitative and quantitative 

level.  Is qualitative level of human thinking measurable?  Yes, according to the author’s “Earth 

Endogenous System” (the EES; 2013 1st edition and 2nd 2014) and hyperbola functions as the 

reduced form of the EES, results of qualitative level of human thinking are accurately measured 

in the macro level or by country.  For example, the level of democracy is pertinently measured 

by country, as shown in “Hyperbola Economics towards A Utopia Economy” (the HEU; BAP, 

Toronto, 2015, 650p.).  Why is it possible for one to measure the level of democracy?

Directly, the EES has six aspects: 1) The real rate of profits/returns is zero, RRR = 0; 2) 

Technology is independent of national taste (preferences, culture by country, civilization by area, 

and history); 3) Macro-inequality is free from the relative share of capital; 4) Most effective and 

efficient solely under deficit = 0; 5) Politics-neutral, and 6) Spirituality-neutral.  For example, 

politics-neutral means that an economy is most effective qualitatively and efficient quantitatively.

Essentially as a whole system by country, the HEU clarifies and measures four original 

points:

i) Money (M2) = quality = quantity = the same = 1.0000 under the market principle since 

human born historically;

ii) The first defect of the market principles is: Vertical and no cause is shown horizontally.  

This defect was pointed out in the EES such that warps become cloth by weaving using 

woofs, as the author has advocated in the two dimensions that correspond whole lovely cloth.  

The HEU reinforces the defect of the market principles by using the real assets as surrogate 

for the financial/market assets in the literature.

iii) The first defect of the market principles is: The markets are always instant while goods and 

services require a certain weeks/months/years for each production.  This defect is also 

unavoidable.  Someone says: The faster, the fruitful an economy is.  No, an economy 

needs production and, production periods must be unique for competitiveness among the 

global economies.

iv) Phenomena in the global world have a common work such that strong positive absorbs weak 

positive and likewise, strong negative absorbs weak negative.  Further, the common work is 

observed, beyond space and time.  This is called similar grouping.  From the viewpoint of 

culture by country and civilization by area, in the case of Japan, one God or absolute Nature 

is divided by/composed of so many gods harmoniously when human stats new life in this 
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world and; one Buddha by or of so many Priests by function.  Roles differ by god and priest.

 As a result, the basic philosophy in the HEU is shown strategy-oriented as follows:

a) Human body for vivid long-life: Chew well 40 to 60 times; Eat 20% reduce, body needs no 

doctor; Eat 40% reduce, body do no older; Eat 60% reduce, close to God or Nature; Don’t 

eat too much any food and drink.  This is a clever way to keep moderation-oriented.  Too 

much often destroys natural cure power; sometimes excretion/discharge and other times 

accumulate residues and aggravate clean blood-flow.  Positively; eat natural foods such as 

salt, pickled Japanese apricot or apricot, and black sesame.  Aging will be weaker or stop 

since natural foods prevent body from poisonous matter.  Natural foods are effective to 

macro economy from micro individual, slowly but steadily.  Social and medical expenses 

are saved with natural foods increasing through local-area production and consumption.  

Green cyclical local-economy will recover human mind as well.

b) Human mind for vivid long-life: Human is happy with smiling family without troubles and 

unfortunate illnesses and accidents.  Human body and mind belong to similar grouping in 

the world.  This is the win-win relationship.  How can similar grouping be explained by 

the author’s philosophy based on the HEU?

c) Philosophy based on the HEU: The Yin and Yang principle is scientifically measured by case, 

even in two dimensional planes.  If one in the win-win relationship is positive then, the 

other in the same win-win relationship is negative and, vice versa.  Positive and negative 

change by individual.  This comes from human’s five senses, as observed already above.  

Let step into by case.  Case here means everything each by each.  One individual perceives 

a light wave while the other individual does not.  One individual perceives the difference 

of role between man and woman while the other individual does not.  Man is positive body 

but negative mind.  Woman is negative body but positive mind.  Man is forgettable chal-

lenges for new dreams and woman does not.

d) Furthermore, man’s cycle unstable and instant while woman’s cycle is 60 years or more in 

order to connect ancestors with descendants through life-born.  The last perception is given 

by God or Nature; no one manage the supreme difference between man and woman.  There-

fore, the Yin and Yang principle in the HEU preserves the supreme difference if the case is 

applied to man and woman.  The origin of the two dimensional plains is occupied by God 

or Nature.  Human approaches close to God or Nature, which is measured by the y axis 

and the vertical or horizontal asymptote (the VA, the 1st and 3rd quadrants or the HA, the 2nd 

and 4th quadrants).  Concretely, soon see the HEU (2015) since this journal paper is pub-
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lished before the publication of the HEU.

In short, the author stays at the two dimensional planes.  If five-six dimensional planes are 

taken into consideration, any science will completes, as Ishida Shizuko has proved by using fam-

ily tools, three sorts of Japanese words, paper, bamboo, and others, since 1968 (see chapter 10 of 

the EES and also Appendix of the HEU for comparison).

2.  Speed years and Deficit: between statistics and endogenous data

One of cores of sustainable economy is traced back to deficit.  Deficit is a result of statistics 

data, although deficit is clearly one of externals in the original IMF data.  Deficit makes the SNA 

(1993, 2008/2010) complete in the stream of dynamic and balanced equilibrium by year.  

Nevertheless, deficit is not always available in “International Financial Statistics (IFS) Yearbook” 

published by year and by country.  The EES and its Kamiryo Endogenous World Table (KEWT) 

database 15 external data from the IFSY hitherto.

In Sep 2014, the author got e-Library from IMF Data Publication.  The contents are much 

more specialists-oriented, corresponding with quality level of the NSA by country. Deficit is not 

directly indicated, differently from the IFSY.  Incidentally at the same time in Japan, the author 

met a chanced to look at http://ecodb.net by country, where the author was excited with the results 

of deficit time series, compared with the other two sources.  Thus in Sep 2014, the author could 

summarize LONG time series, 1960–2013.  This is why the author intended to write a short 

paper satisfied with time series tables and figures.  The author is visiting IMF Data Publication, 

Washington, D. C., in the middle Oct 2014 and discussing the relationship between endogenous 

and statistics data.

First, let us start with the Yin and Yang principle in the macro level, based on the HEU.  It 

looks like complicated among the real assets, financial/market assets, total assets, the government 

sector, the private sector, the total/aggregated economy.  Then, using the KEWT database by 

country, let us break down to i) deficit and ii) the speed years for convergence by sector.

If the real assets are positive, the financial/market assets are negative and, vice versa.  If the 

government (G) sector is positive, the private (PRI) sector is negative and, vice versa.  Why is 

one country private-oriented and another country government-oriented, for some periods and/or 

repeatedly?  If endogenous data are positive, statistics data are negative and, vice versa.  Why 

are statistics data always within a certain range of endogenous data, by country, sector, year, and 
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over years?  Yes, the Yin and Yang solely exist in order to clarify dynamic and balanced situation 

instantly and over years: There is no good and bad, black and white, or friend and enemy.  One 

needs the other, as the win-win relationship.  This is the closest way for human economy and 

society to be sustainable as steady cycling.

The endogenous-equilibrium algebraically and geometrically holds under perfect competi-

tion and with no assumption, forecasting, and probability.  Or, marginal productivity of labor 

equals the wage rate, MPL = w; and marginal productivity of capital equals the rate of return, 

MPK = r; the relative price level p equals the absolute price level P, p = P = 1.0000; the rate of 

substitution measured equals one, σ = 1 0000. ; Axiom of a constant capita-output ratio prevails 

everywhere and any time, Ω Ω Ω= =*
0; r r r= =*

0 .

Second, step into deficit (∆D, hereunder) and the speed years (SPEED, hereunder) conver-

gence, using KEWT database; Short and LONG time series, 1990–2013 and 1960–2013 respec-

tively.

∆D and SPEED each are typical keys in statistics and endogenous data.  IMF staff per-

ceives this fact, through learning by doing, days and nights, for educating how to make detailed 

data consistently over years.  Also it is a fact the same phenomena by country never happen 

repeatedly in the future.  Nevertheless, economists have challenged for hypotheses historically 

and currently.  This behavior expresses an essence of endless game, unless there is found other 

data satisfying no-assumption.  The author never denies their efforts continuously up-to-date.

Econometrics with no-assumption or no-equation is one of valuable human technological 

progresses.  The author proposes: the relationship between statistics and endogenous data rein-

force methods for sustainable model/system in macro and micro economies.  The literature is 

based on micro economies, households, and enterprise, by using individual economy. The EES 

and the HEU are based on the G sector and the PRI sector under the endogenous-equilibrium, by 

using unique macro-utility (see JES 18 (Sep, 1): 75–112).  There is no difference between sta-

tistics data endogenous data, except for just after redistribution of taxes or just before redistribu-

tion of taxes.  We use the same data, regardless of naming of statistics and endogenous data.

This paper, for empirical tests and proofs, presents Tables 1 to 9 for the SPEED and Tables 

10 to 18 for ∆D, each up-dated.  ∆D is also shown by Figures by country (figures of the 

SPEED, see PRSCE 55 (Sep, 1): 211–250, for comparison).

Number of countries is 17 + 14 + 15 + 19 = 65 by area: Pacific and Asia; Euro including 

Euro area aggregated; Euro except for Euro countries; and Rest, South America, middle east, and 
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Africa.  It is true that the endogenous-equilibrium realizes by country by the use of Axiom, even 

if data belong to a low level qualitatively.  Axiom of a constant capita-output ratio, Ω Ω Ω= =*
0 

and r r r= =*
0  are accurately measured, simultaneously with α = ⋅Ω r .  Each country has pecu-

liar characteristics and taste.

What most effectively clarifies the structure of green cycling sustainability, in terms of ∆D 

and SPEED in the macro level?  The answer is a set of three ratios: i) the wage rate, w W L= / ; 

ii) the rate of return, maximized, r KMAX = Π / ; iii) net investment, minimized, i I YMIN = / .  Of 

course, six endogenous parameters primarily produce all the parameters and variables.  Basic 

ratios in the six endogenous parameters: the technology coefficient, β*; i I Y= / ; the diminishing 

returns to capital coefficient, δ0; and the capital-output ratio, Ω Ω Ω= =*
0, where the rate of 

technological progress is g iA
* *( )= −1 β .

In short, ‘if the rate of return is maximized by minimizing net investment, the wage rate 

steadily increases under no inflation/deflation and with full-employment.’  ∆D and SPEED are 

most closely involved in the above paragraph, by country and in reality.  Human has approached 

the Utopia economy in reality step by step and satisfying national taste, preferences, culture and 

history.  ∆D and SPEED express beautiful story by country, like fairytale with love and target.

SPEED by country: It is natural for a country to step from investment to consumption.  

Developed countries have generally taken this natural step.  Some developing countries pursue 

net investment and consumption at the same time.  This is unusual.  It implies that the SPEED 

fluctuates rapidly and unstably, reflecting dynamic balances by year.  The SPEED sometimes 

avoids a minus diminishing returns to capital coefficient, δ0, by using the absolute value equation.  

The SPEED sometimes shows minus value, due to the technology coefficient, β*.  Despite, the 

SPEED is honest in that the SPEED reflects results of policies.  Many developing countries are 

in this respect unstable and fluctuating over years.

3.  The Cost Accounting of Deficit: A Version

The author’s question: Is it possible for an economist to measure the results obtained by 

decreasing/increasing deficit by year?  As long as we use statistics data, we cannot.  From the 

viewpoint of the EES and the HEU, we can.  This section shows the version of this idea.  

Another paper will discuss this idea, empirically and originally.

When the cost accounting of deficit is designed and executed by country and by year, anyone 

could understand the essence of deficit.  IMF has executed a similar way but arranging for the 
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SNA statistics data.  This fact means how important for policy-makers to evaluate the effects of 

deficit.  The author’s cost accounting of deficit will clarify the same effects by using purely 

endogenous data in the author’s database, KEWT 9.15.  Note: the KEWT series, 1.7 to 9.15, 

each take 10 real assets and 15 financial/market assets in International Financial Statistics (IFS), 

IMF.  It implies that the statistics and endogenous data each commonly have the same essence 

of data.  For example, the statistics data are always within a certain range of endogenous data, 

the author has proved hitherto in journals.

This section is composed of the following five specific indications:

(1) Definition of the cost accounting of deficit

To measure the decrease/increase in consumption brought up by the decrease/increase in 

deficit.  Consumption is a final goal of measurement for the effects/results of deficit.  Con-

sumption is directly connected with the wage rate, the inflation/deflation rate, the rate of return, 

and for comparison, GDP.  GDP remains main goal.  GDP, however, changes qualitatively and 

differently from the common sense of the literature.

(2) Presumption and Proposition for the cost accounting of deficit

Presumption: The effects of deficit are connected with several factors such as i) taxes/output, 

ii) national disposable net income to GDP, and iii) net investment of the government sector to 

output.  The KEWT database series have tested these factors carefully by country.  For the cost 

accounting of deficit, the author fixes the above i) and ii).  Resultantly, iii) varies by country.  It 

means that the value iii) must be plus.  However, the EES and the HEU are based on maximum 

returns and minimum net investment.

Proposition: Under the above definition and presumption, the proposition is set up naturally.

If consumption increases by decrease in deficit, Proposition holds; Yes.

If consumption decreases by decrease in deficit, Proposition does not hold; No.

Or differently,

If consumption decreases by increase in deficit, Proposition holds; Yes.

If consumption increases by increase in deficit, Proposition does not hold; No.

(3) Foundation and methodology of Proposition

Foundation: The EES and HEU each empirically realize cyclical economy, where conver-

gence holds beyond space and time.  No inflation/deflation under full-employment.  Or the 

wage rate rises steadily.  The corresponding phenomena are reversed, as we have experi-

enced and apparently confirmed by the statistics data.

Methodology: The cost accounting uses two period differences of the SNA.  The differences 
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are marginal absolute values, plus and minus, between two years.  Therefore, the differences 

are always ex post.  Even the methodology is ex post, it is unique since there is never avail-

able any similar methodology in this world.  We must pay attention to how its effects are 

valuable (see, soon below).

Under the endogenous-equilibrium: the speed years for convergence by country, sector, and 

year and over years reflect real-assets equilibrium most effectively and efficiently or qualita-

tively and quantitatively.  The coefficient, δ0, have sometimes a minus value so that we need 

ABS (absolute software) for # !NUM .  The speed years, however, always reflect real-assets 

equilibrium, regardless of the use of ABS.

(4) Effects and implications of the cost accounting of deficit

1. It is meaningless if tax rate-increase and tax rate-decrease are simultaneously executed.

2. Subsidies for promoting industry must be considered as minus taxes.

3. By a fact that deficit is essentially involved in all the economic policies executed by decision-

makers and leaders, many countries will satisfactorily process a good cooperation with each 

other.  Decision-makers and leaders are confident in mutual cooperation.  This will also 

contribute to IMF staff’s efforts for many years and by country.

4. All the people in the world satisfy the spirit of Keynes, 1944, why Keynes initiatively estab-

lished IMF and the World Bank for finance function.

5. In the past, human has repeatedly had battle and war each other, with huge social cost at the 

sacrifice of people.  In the future, all the people will cooperate each other for peaceful 

human goals.

(5) Bright experience of true education for children

1. True education is based on education philosophy: Philosophy overlaps theories, practice, 

history, culture, and history, by country and, civilization by area.

2. Parents and teachers are confident in why human goals must be ‘closer to Nature and God.’  

Babies intuitively know parents’ enthusiasm poured into babies.  Children intuitively know 

teachers’ enthusiasm poured into children.

3. People understand that causes not come from the financial/market assets but the real assets 

of the SNA.  Organizations, public and private, will be refreshed and, these organizations 

recover organic system, although these are designed by human in this world.

4. People will perceive that the earth and the universe are one and unique place for human 

training.  As a result, all the people will be peacefully happy, body and mind, with each 

other.  Yes, human cannot live alone.
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Table 1 Deficit, LONG time series, 1990–2013

Data source:  Deficit, IMF Publications, i) International Financial Statistics Yearbook (IFS), ii) e-Library, 
and iii) http://ecodb.net:  Included in KEWT 9.15 database.
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Data source:  Deficit, IMF Publications, i) International Financial Statistics Yearbook (IFS), ii) e-Library, 
and iii) http://ecodb.net:  Included in KEWT 9.15 database.

Table 2 Deficit, Short time series, 1990–2013
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Data source:  Deficit, IMF Publications, i) International Financial Statistics Yearbook (IFS), ii) e-Library, 
and iii) http://ecodb.net: Included in KEWT 9.15 database.

Table 3 Deficit, LONG time series, 1990–2013
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Table 4 Deficit, LONG time series, 1990–2013

Data source:  Deficit, IMF Publications, i) International Financial Statistics Yearbook (IFS), ii) e-Library, 
and iii) http://ecodb.net: Included in KEWT 9.15 database.
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Data source:  Deficit, IMF Publications, i) International Financial Statistics Yearbook (IFS), ii) e-Library, 
and iii) http://ecodb.net: Included in KEWT 9.15 database.

Table 5 Deficit, LONG time series, 1990–2013
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Table 6 Deficit, LONG time series, 1990–2013

Data source:  Deficit, IMF Publications, i) International Financial Statistics Yearbook (IFS), ii) e-Library, 
and iii) http://ecodb.net: Included in KEWT 9.15 database.
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Data source:  Deficit, IMF Publications, i) International Financial Statistics Yearbook (IFS), ii) e-Library, 
and iii) http://ecodb.net: Included in KEWT 9.15 database.

Table 7 Deficit, LONG time series, 1990–2013
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Table 8 Deficit, LONG time series, 1990–2013

Data source:  Deficit, IMF Publications, i) International Financial Statistics Yearbook (IFS), ii) e-Library, 
and iii) http://ecodb.net: Included in KEWT 9.15 database.
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Appendix: How to get IMF Publication DATA more to the point; by learning this issue during 

the trip to IMF, Washington, D. C., 15–27 Oct 2014

1.  Presumption: To understand IMF Publication DATA more accurately

The literature is based on GDP (and/or GNP) statistics data-values and their statistics data-

ratios.  GDP is unique core in statistics methods and analytical methods, each established 

by statistician, researcher or economist.  GDP is endowed with specific character expressing 

A System of National Accounts (1993, SNA).  Therefore, there is no contradiction among 

various methods stated here above.  Several key items in the SNA are:

(1)  Consumption by consumers, CPRI , consumption by Government, CG , where total con-

sumption C is equal to C CPRI G+ ;

(2)  the balance of payments and deficit by year, BOP D S I PRI= + −∆ ( ) , where BOP S I= −  

and ∆D S I G= −( ) ;

(3) Taxes = Indirect Taxes+ Direct Taxes, where subsidies are minus taxes;

(4) Consumption of capital or economic depreciation; Wages and Profits included in GDP.

(5) Net primary income from abroad, which is required for GNP calculation.

(6) Social benefits, donations, and/or grants.

These items belong to General Government (GG), Central Government (CG), and/or Local 

Government (LG), which differ by country.  This is because IMF respects each country’s 

culture, methods, and applications, without oppressing IMF’s education using strict manuals.  

In any way, GDP is fortunately full of natural consistency among values, ratios, and numer-

ical figures.  Historically, these facts are proved empirically and economics and economet-

rics march together harmoniously up to date.

2.  Problems in economics using the SNA data

The current economics use assumptions by model.  This is unavoidable due to model for-

mulation.  Also, there is no theoretical data in GDP and models.  As a result, various 

methods have been invented over years and based on statistics developments; normal distribu-

tion, standard deviation sigma, variance, probability, t- and F-value, density function, cor-

relations, and new methods and methodologies, although several key methods have gradually 

accepted, commonly to researchers.  In short, endless games continue forever, with instant 

changes under no repeating phenomena.
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3.  IMF Publication DATA1)

There are a few data sources in IMF publication DATA (hereafter, IMF DATA) such as:

(1)  International Financial Statistics (IFS) Yearbook by year.  The author could understand 

that IFS printed data must be a base for other IMF data.  There is at least two year delay 

inn publication.  For example, in 2014, we have 2011 and or 2012 at most but, some 

cases by country have blank in data.

(2)  The e-Library on line DATA.  All the data in detail are available by month, quarter, and 

year.  There is no blank in data series.

(3)  Government Finance Statistics (GFS).  Some cases by country have blank in data.

The author could learn that each data source differs so that each data are not always consis-

tent with each other.  We must be flexible and without preoccupy.  The author’s purely 

endogenous system (or the EES, 1st edition 2013 and, 2nd 2014) differs from the literature in 

that theory data-values express practice data-values and that continuous data-values are 

required.  The EES needs no blank.  Hitherto, the author has repeatedly tested data accu-

racy comparing no blank data with some blank data transitional.  The author has concluded 

a fact that the EES works accurately by year even we have blank data both in 1960–2012 

LONG and 1990–2012 Short.  Why is it so similarly?

A reason is the existence of a constant capital-output ratio, whose origin comes from Paul 

Samuelson’s mathematical proof in 1970.  The author proposes AXIOM such that the cap-

ital-output ratio is always constant over years by setting specific devices into the Excel 

1) Acknowledgements: I am very happy to be able to contact with pertinent persons by section, IMF.  
Without the current and historical DATA, IMF, my work on ‘purely endogenous’ model/system does 
not exist.  Publication DATA and its staff are benefactors.  Those days are memorial to my life-work 
starting in 1950 when I published “Records for devaluation of fixed assets after severe inflation for 
several years since 1945.  On 17 Oct 2014, Jim Beardow, Senior Communications Officer, Communi-
cation Department, met me shaking hands with me.  This occurred, I believe, Nature/God helped me 
to study IMF DATA, luckily.  Then, I met Jittapat, Sirison, Information Management Assistant, Statis-
tics Department.  In the near future in 2015, Jittapat becomes a partner of my work/researches at IMF.  
Jittapat has been a key person to introduce me to proper researchers, IMF.

 Murto Wickens, an expert in various statistics and methods, to my understanding, helped me and 
reflected Jim’s intention most deeply and I never forget his goodwill in the future.  11–11:30 am on 
22 Oct, I met Claudia Dziobek, Manager, with Murto; I conveyed to her my exciting thankfulness to 
learn IMF DATA.  I promised her to meet her when a good timing comes fortunately, after the HEU 
publication in 2015.  Furthermore, I had chances to see and learn more from two Japanese researchers, 
(1) Junji Ueda, Advisor, Fiscal Affairs Department, and (2) Joji Ishikama for the balance of payments; 
I learned comparative standards of data between Japan and all the other countries more objectively.  
When Jittapat is busy with meetings, Lily Seo kindly acted as an agent of Jittapat.
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software that measures the KEWT (Kamiryo Endogenous World Table) Database; by country, 

sector, and year and over years.  This will be geometrically--without using equations--pub-

lished in the HEU (“Hyperbola Economics towards a Utopia economy in reality and by 

country,” early 2015), where algebra and geometry are united into a whole original one 

system.

4.  The market principles need no arbitrary policies: just laissez-faire

The EES and the HEU solely hold under perfect competition.  Key word for economic 

sustainability or robustness by country is perfect competition, where no restriction or control 

is available.  Some economists advocate that Japan and the US are similar in economic 

character.  The author’s answer is truly reversed.  Definite differences between the US and 

Japan exist theoretically, empirically, and historically as follows:

Question to the US: Why is the macro-economy robust and sustainable in the US?

Answer to the US: Sustainable cycles are forecasted solely due to perfect competition.

A1. Consumption is perfect among consumers’ perfect competition, particularly daily goods 

and services to individuals; to the author’s feeling.

A2. Democracy is much more confident in individual circumstances.  Democracy differs by 

individual but, most people are involved in the spirit of democracy.

A3. The US is a united nation that is fair/even among races, culture, and history more con-

fidently compared with one year ago.

A4. The above facts were confirmed by Prof. Bryan, L. Boulier, DWU, after getting an 

appointment on 23 Oct 20142).

A5. Perfect competition implies least regulation existing among interest-groups.  Public 

opinions prevail everywhere and, are practically accepted by the US society.

A6. Mass media is seeking concrete results and nearer to Arts and Beauty of nature.

A7. Most people thinks of others like familiar person, historically reminding a young conti-

nent.

Question to Japan: Why is the macro-economy weak in Japan?

Answer to Japan: Japan is endowed with traditional modest culture and civilization but, hid-

den behind the curtain of global competition.  The curtain must be open and transparent.

2) Separately in a paper, the author will discuss contents of this appointment.  Bryan is one of academic 
leaders in IAES, Savannah, and the author respects his moderate and careful attitude.
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A1. Two extremes appear currently among people; closer to Nature individuals, and against 

Nature-oriented individuals, who neglect historical heritage.

A2. Some individuals are free from the essence of democracy and against peaceful commu-

nications among people by country.  Without peace in mind, a human society cannot be 

survival continuously.  Pease is most close to Nature or abstract existence.

A3. Leaders concentrate on lip-service, without sincere learning by doing.  For example, to 

recover consumption per capita, policies must cut government consumption.  Nevertheless, 

leaders spend more government consumption, which destroys sustainable robustness in con-

sumption per capita.

A4. People must perceive the essence of democracy as their own familiar decision-making.  

Closed spirit narrows future prosperity in economic activities.

A5. Small size countries such as Norway, Sweden, and Finland, each know possibility of 

bankruptcy or default, through their body and mind.  It implies, Japan should be local-based, 

where local people maintain their self-government.  Japanese people realize this fact and 

want to convert central-government oriented to local-government oriented.

A6. As a result, we Japanese will recover good, moderate character of culture/agriculture; 

mountains, forest, rivers, and sea; a green cyclical economy by local-government.

A7. The Yin and Yang principle in the old China is numerically measured by the structure/

mechanics of hyperbola economics towards a Utopia economy in reality and by green cycles.

Finally, the author adds my basic ideas and thoughts.  The author accepts any idea or 

thought since it is right naturally from each aspect.  In the case of the EES and the HEU, the 

author wholly proves six neutral aspects, including politics-neutral and spirituality-neutral.  

Basic ideas and thoughts directly expressed in the HEU: The Yin and Yang principle is scientifi-

cally measured by case, even in two dimensional planes.  Perfect competition under the market 

principles is a key for understanding, as the author repeatedly stresses.  And, GDP has consistent 

mechanics to ex-post analytical analysis.


